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*Sustainment - Student can miss only one technique (90%) in order to continue.
  
  
A student must wait a minimum of one day to retest if sustainment test is failed.
SUSTAINMENT FROM PREVIOUS RANK (Tan-Gray Belt)
1.  Technique #01
2.  Technique #02
3.  Technique #03
4.  Technique #04
5.  Technique #05
6.  Technique #06
7.  Technique #07
8.  Technique #08
9.  Technique #09
10.  Technique #10
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a.  Bayonet Technique (Bayonet Trainer)
     3.  Explain the Fog of War
     2.  Execute a butt-stroke offline with a stationary opponent
     1.  Execute a disrupt and thrust while closing w/a moving opponent
b.  Chokes
c.  Throws
     2.  Explain Right versus Wrong
     1.  Execute a side choke
     2.  Explain Combat Leadership
     1.  Execute a shoulder throw
d.  Lower Body Strikes
     2.  Explain EPW/Detainee Handling
     1.  Execute a push kick
e.  Counters to Strikes
     2.  Execute a counter to a round punch
     3.  Explain Force Protection
     1.  Execute a counter to a round kick
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PHYSICAL DISCIPLINE (Cont.)
In order to obtain a green belt the student must score 80%; a student can fail no more than 5 techniques (3.4 points each).  If a student fails testing, he/she must wait a minimum of a day to retest.
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f.  Unarmed Restraints & Joint Manipulations
     2.  Execute enhanced pain compliance from basic wristlock
     3.  Execute a reverse wristlock come-along
     6.  Explain Informal Resolution System
     5.  Execute controlling technique
     4.  Execute enhanced pain compliance from wristlock come-along
     1.  Execute enhanced pain compliance from reverse wristlock
g.  Knife Techniques
     2.  Execute block for a forward strike w/follow-on technique
     3.  Explain Dealing with Fear
     3.  Execute block for a reverse strike w/follow-on strikes
     5.  Explain Dealing with Fatigue
     4.  Execute block for a straight thrust w/follow-on strikes
     2.  Execute block for a forward strike w/follow-on strikes
     1.  Execute block for a vertical strike w/follow-on strikes
h.  Weapons of Opportunity
     3.  Explain Marine Corps Values
     2.  Execute an armbar from the ground
     1.  Execute an armbar from the mount
i.  Ground Fighting
     1.  Execute block for a vertical strike w/follow-on technique
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